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the nonlinear viewpoint in economics. The thesis led to his first book, The Ele-

ments of d Nonlinear Theory of Economic Dynamics, published in the Springer-

Verlag Lecture Note Series in 1990. In 1989, Carl was appointed as a Professor in
the School of Finance and Economics at UTS, a position that he still occupies.

Apart from his early work on nuclear reactor theory, Carl has made numerous

scientific achievements and important contributions to the economics and finance

area, in particular to nonlinear dynamic economic, financial market modeling, and

optron pnclng.
As a mathematical economist, Carl has a strong research interest in modeling

key economic adjustment processes as nonlinear dynamical systems. Carl's ea¡lier

work on chaotic economic dynamics in 1980s, in particular The Cobweb Model:

Its Instability and the Onset of Clzaos published in Economic Modeling in 1988

and The þnamics of Speculative Beltnviour, published in Annals of Operations

Resea¡ch in 1992, have been pioneering contributions in this area, which had

profound influence on many resea¡chers in this field. Carl has made a significant

contribution to at least two areas of dynamic economic modeling. The first is on

out-of-equilibrium models of macroeconomic dynamics. It develops a systematic

approach to the disequilibrium tradition of macroeconomic dynamic analysis,

leading to nine jointly authored books (with Peter Flaschel and others) on inte-
grated Keynesian dynamic macroeconomic models, including three with Cam-

bridge University Press and three with Springer-Verlag- The other is on financial

market models with heterogeneous boundedly rationa-l economic agents, showing

that price movements of financial assets are the result of nonlinea¡ dynamic

feedback processes driven by the interaction of investors with heterogeneous

beliefs and bounded rationality-
Through his many conferences and visits, the University of Urbino and the

University of Bielefeld have become second home for Carl. Carl's visits to Urbino

started in 1998 and have become regular since then. The attraction of Urbino for
Carl is not only the glorious history, beautiful palaces, and churches, but also a

group of brilliant researcbers around Laura and Gian ltalo in the theory of non-

linear dynamical systems. Through tbe Vienna Workshops on Economic

Dynamics initiated by Gustav Feichtinger, Carl established his intensive research

collaboration with the research groups around Peter Flaschel, Willi Semmler, and

Volker Böhm in Bielefeld. Carl's collaborations with these groups belong to the

highlights of his career.

As one of the main organizers of the annual Quantitative Methods in Finance

conference at UTS since 1997, Carl has made a significant contribution to

American option pricing, where he has mainly contributed to the development and

numerical implementation of various solution methods- He has also been active in

pricing interest rate derivative securities along two directions. The first is to
implement on market data the va¡ious interest rate terrn structure and interest rate

derivative pricing models that have been developed over the last two decades

using nonlinear filtering and Bayesian updating methods. The second consists in

finding improved computational procedures within the stochastic calculus frame-

work of the tenn structure and option prices by allowing the volatility function of

Preface vll

the Heath-Jarrow-Mofton model to depend on the forward ¡ate, and allowing for
forward rate dynamics of this framework.
15 books and 200 papers, supervised more than

in more than 30 research projects including the

Australian Resea¡ch Council (ARC) Discovery Grants. He was the Co-Editor of

the Journal of Economíc Dynamics and control from 20&1 to 2072 and has been

Associate Editor of many leading finance and economics journals, including

resea¡ch topics Carl has

e breadth of topics Carl

nspiration his work has

given to all of us over so many years. Indeed his work inspires a new generation to

iurther develop this exciting and challenging resea¡ch agenda'
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Bologna, APril 2014
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Amsterdam
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of Mathematical Economics and of the possible impact of the recent economrc cnsls

on economic theorising.
ThesecondpartofthebookcontainingsixchaptersdealswithNonlinearEco-

nomic Dynamics, the area of Economic Theory that mostly attracted Carl's interest
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since the b e frrst two chapters stand in the tradition

of the join ors in the field of disequilibrium macro-

economic
models in
and Willi
into a larger scale disequilibrium macroet

Chiarella et al. (2@5). tn u i"tty interdependent m¿cro-model they investigate both

analytically and through "";;;";i;;"iation 
the feedback impact ofendogenously

sional fixed price model without active stabilisation policy and considers' as exten-

sions of this core version, 
" 
iått-¿ì-*ti"nal model òf monetary stabilisation policy

with flexible Prices and a

mix. Besides Providing a

the steady state of the eco

and central bank's credibi

main feedback mechanisms operating in

deal more closely with the bifurcations

may emerge from traditional economlc

infármatioì assumptions a¡e abandoned

the use of simple rules of thumb in maki

earities. This is a resea¡ch fietd in which

As a result, the price dynamics of the phy

one-dimensional map having two "kink

and even chaotic dynamics may appear I

of economic time series.

ThethirdpartofthebookfocussesonFinancialMarketModelling'oneofthe
main areas of Carl's work. The first two chapters Present agent-based models of

financial ma¡kets with limit order books, extending some of carl's earlier work on

this topic in Chia¡ella et al.
of an order-driven market
the interrelations between
order-driven markets. Thei
skewness of stock retums and clustered volatility when book depth is visible to

traders. Full quote transparency contributes to convergence in traders' actions' while

pa¡tial tra¡sparency res;ictions may lead to long-range dependencies- DanielLadley
and, Paolo Pellizzañstudy optimal trading strategies in order book-based continuous
double auction markets. Their framework is still analytically tractable and optimal
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4 R. Diæi et al

trading strategies can be identified using numerical techniques. They find that the
optimal strategies are well approximated by linear strategies using only the best
quotes. This study illustrates that, in complex ma¡kets, optimal behaviour may be
well approximated by simple (linear) heuristics, a major theme in Carl's work. The
following chapter by Wai-Mun Chia, Mengling Li and Huanhuan Zteng, studies
regime switching models in foreign exchange markets and fits in a rapidly growing
literature on estimating heterogeneous agent models (HAMs), an a¡ea where Carl
has made major contributions, e.g. recently in Chia¡ella et al- (2012)- Three different
empirical models are compared, endogenous switching with fractions determined by
relative performance, endogenous switching based on macroeconomic fundamentals
and models with heterogeneous beliefs based on a Ma¡kov-switching process. In-
sample and out-of-sample forecasting are compared across these different HAMs
using monthly AUDruSD exchange rate data. The last two chapters in this part of
the book are concemed with time series modelling and empirical analysis of financial
ma¡kets- Andreas Röthig and Andreea Röfåig study the time-varying cross-market
trading activities of speculators in US cunency futures markets, extending earlier
work in Röthig and Chiarella (201 l). They investigate linkages between speculative
activities in different currency futures markets. The results show positive responses
of total,4ong/short speculative activities in the GBP, CAD and JPY futures markets
to an increase in total/long/short speculation in the CHF futures ma¡kets, indicating
the presence ofcross-market herding activities. These cross-market linkages between
speculative activities a¡e relatively stable over time from 1994-2013 and therefore do
not suggest that changes in regulation or new market participants or trading strategies
had a significant and lasting impact on cross-market speculative activities- The final
chapter in this part of the book,by Ranaprasad Bhar and A.G. Malliaris, deals with
the Stochastic Discount Factor (SDF) methodology as a general empirical framework
for asset pricing. In particular, the authors suggest a multifactor model for the SDF
taking both macroeconomic fundamental factors, such as the yield curve, the VIX
index and a measure fortrading liquidity, as well as behavioural factors into account to
identify significant determinants of the daily equity premium. The chapter proposes
to include momentum return as a behavioural factor in the SDF and offers a way to
address this issue empirically. The chapter also shows how copula methods can be
used in this context to overcome analytical complexities for software implementation
in defining the dependence between asset returns and the SDF. These five chapters
illustrate the broad contributions of Carl to Financial Market Modelling.

The fourth part of the book consisting of seven chapters focusses on Quanti-
tative Finance, another main area of Carl's work. The first two chapters develop
a new framework for risk management of interest-rate products, extending some
of Carl's ea¡lier wo¡k on this topic in Chiarella and Kwon (2003), Chiarella
et al. (2007) and Chiarella et al. (2010). To develop a new methodology for
risk management of interest-rate sensitive products, Masazki Kijima and Y*io
Muromachi present a risk evaluation model for interest-rate sensitive products
within the no-arbitrage framework. They first consider a yield-curve model under
the observed probability measure, based on the results of the principa.l compo-
nent analysis (PCA), to generate future scenarios of interest rates, and then iden-

Introduction

tif}' market prices of risk for the pricing of interest-rate derivatives under the

risk-neutral measure at any future time- Thus risk measures such as Value-at-

Risk (VaR) of portfolios with interest-rate sensitive products can be evaluated

through simple Monte Carlo simulation. They also show, howeve¡ that some

ma¡ket models often used in practice are not consistent with the no-arbitrage

paradigm. Motivated by a significant increase in the spread between LIBORs of

ãiff"."nt tenors as well as the spread between LIBOR and the discount curve during

the financial cnsis, Laura Morino and Wolfgang l. Runggaldier extend Carl's work

(chiarella et al. 2oo7,2ol0) beyond a pure credit risk setting to a more general post-

crisis multicurve set-up. while carl's work follows an HJM-based approach, here the

authors use a short rate modelling with a short rate spread and consider a two-curve

model with one curve for discounting (OIS swap curve) and one for generating future

cash flows (LIBOR for a give tenor). The clean-valuation approach of pricing FRAs

and CAPS without counterparty risk exhibits an "adjustment factor" when passing

from the one-curve to the two-curve setting. The bottom-up short rate modelling

where the short rate and a short rate spread are driven by affine factors allows for

correlation between short rate and short rate spread as well as to exploit the convenient

afflne structure methodology- The next two chapters contlibute to price American

call option and futures price volatility with the framework of stochastic volatility, two

areas Carl has made a significant contribution, see for example, Chiarella and Kwon

compulational domain with appropriate boundary conditions. Comparing with finite

difference approximation, they find that the time discrete method of lines is accurate

and efficient in producing option prices, early exercise boundaries and option hedge

rarios such as delta and gamma. Using a continuous time forward price model with

srochastic volatility, Les Clewlow, Boda Kang and Christina Sklibosios Nikitopou-

Ios introduce three distinct volatility structures to capture the impact of long-term,

medium-term and short-term futures price volatility in commodity futures markets.

They then use an extensive 21-year database of commodity futures prices to estimate

the model for six key commodities: gold, crude oil, natural gas' soybean, sugar and

corn. They identify the shape and the persistence of each volatility factor, their con-

tribution to the total variance, the extent to which commodity futures volatility can

be spanned and the nature of the return-volatility relation. In the next chapter, based

on the structural relationships in the electricity market, John Breslin, I'es Clewlow
and Cfuis Strickland develop a general framework for the modelling of Australian
electricity market risk. The framework is consistent with temperature and load mean
forecasts, market forward price quotes, the dependence of load on temperature and
the dependence of price on load. The model uses basic building blocks of a¡ HJM
form for which Carl has contributed important results. The model can be used not
only for accurate evaluation of the market risk of an electricity generation and retail
company, but also for the valuation ofelectricity market derivatives and assets. They
demonstrate the application of the framework to the Australian National Electricity
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Market- In the followingchapfer, Mark Craddockpresents a tractable solution to the
Yakubovich parabolic PDE u¡ : x2uxx * xu, - ¡2r¡, which arises in a number of
fina¡cial mathematical problems such as Asian option pricing, the Hartman-Watson
law and pricing zero coupon bonds in the Dothan model. After deriving the heat ker-
nel for the PDE, Mark uses the Fourier sine transform to reduce the kernel to a simple
form, which may be explicitly evaluated as a series of error functions. Some finan-
cial applications are then discussed. In the final chapter, by applying the approach
of charging numeraire, Gerald Cheang and Gim-Aik Teå extend the European call
option pricing formula in the literature to the case when both stock prices and inter-
est rates are driven by jump-diffusion processes. The pricing model is an extended
Merton jump-diffusion stock price model with a stochastic interest rate term sruc-
ture that is an HJM-type model with jumps. The approach does not require Fourier
transforms as used in the existing literature. It allows us to price the option when the

bond price dynamics is also discontinuous. When the jump-sizes are fixed instead,
then they get the special case of the HJM model with fixed jumps as in Chia¡ella and
Nikitopoulos Sklibosios (2003).
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1 Introduction

' commodity futures markets arepraying a reading ro.re in the current financial arena.commercial parricipanrs rr tir ptrvrluffi ;;;i;;.-"di ties have tradi tionar rybeen the main traders of commodity fr,;; _;;i;;rl"o*"u"., a rapidty increasinqnumber of financia'y motivaæd^i:_;g..,, 
¡ü;:'i"å*" a"or, institutional invesro¡iand insurance companies hav-e entered the ma¡kets å'nd have been using commodi_ties derivatives for porrfolio diu"..in"utr*, u"o iå. iåo*,", infladon and rhe weakU.S. dolla¡ (Tokic (201l)). co__oaiÇ .nuä;;;" 

"swings and significant ,ál^rlnyespecialry over rhe orl:,":i"n:"d^noreworrhy 
price

analysi s and,h. n'un u g"n.," n, .r,i,i'.]-å*# u,y,. ;'r"rïL."Xil:#ff ::::* 
r" 

""In this chaprer. a forwardprice ..ã"i *ììi¡i inJú"n et at. (1992) frameworkfor rhe enrire rerrn srrucrure of rurr., p.J", ;;;;;;ä with a murti-facror srochas-tic volatiliry model. The proposed ,n.|"_ruoo.roã.ïl:
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commodity futures mafkets, the following commodity futures prices are included in

the study; gold, crude oil, natural gas, soybean, sugar and corn'

The moãel is well suited to identify the shape, the persistence and the intensity

of mean reversion and the

also assessed and indicate

ty factor. Fufhermore, ú¡s

s volatility can be spanned

by futures contfacts (i.e. hedged by futures contracts only), and the nature of the

retum-volatility re s markets'

Forward price and Schwafz (1998)' Clewlow and

Strickland (2000) well as convenience yield models of

Gibson and Schwa¡rz (1990) and Korn (2005) have studied commodity futures ma¡-

kets but they are restricted to deterministic volatility. Stochastic volaúlity models

have been proposed by Schwartz a¡d Trolle (2@9a) and chiarella et al. (2013) and

have analysed crude oil futures ma¡ket volatility, under exponenúal decaying and

hump-shaped volatility specifrcations, respectively. The contribution of this paper

rests on using three distinct volatility structures and aiming to analyze their nature

and assess their contribution-
The paper is organized as follows. Section2 presents a Ma¡kovian affine forwa¡d

price model with stochastic volatility. Section

ity futures price data used in the analysis and

estimate the model. Section4 presents and dis

2 A Markovian Commodity Futures Price Model

arguments in commodity futures ma¡kets imply that the futures price process ls

equal to the expected future commodity spot price under an equivalent risk-neutral

probabitity measure O (see Dufñe (2001)), namely

F (t, T, V ù : Bø[S(r, VùlØ,]-

On the Volatility of Commodity Futures prices 
3n

risk_neutral

;ìä:":::;

dF(r,T,V.) 3
FGJ,vr) : à"'"'T'Y¡)dw¡(t)' (l)

where, w(t) : lwt(t), wz?), w3eÐ is a three_dimensional wiener process- TheØs-adaptedfirturespricevolatilityprocessesø¡ (t,T,y¡)havethefuncúonarforms,
forallT > t,

o1Q,T,v,): orrÆt.

oz(,T,Y¡) - n2¿-n('-')F?, e)
q(t, T,Vt) : rc¡(i. - t¡e-mT -t) ¡lyt.

with n¡, (t : I, 2,3) and n¡, G : 2,3) consranrs. The volatility process V1 :
{Vl, V3,Vf¡ is a three-dimensional Hestón (l993ttype process such that

dYi: ¡1,¡(v¡ -vi)dt + r¡$I¿w! <O, (3)

,"rti::llr]li-,le following correlarion srructure of innovarions between volatilitydrq rutures pnce retums is assumed

EaÍdw¡(t) . dwl Ø) - p¡dt,for i : j; and. o, for i f j. (4)

where p¡ are constants for i - 1,2,3- The correlation structure of innovationsbetween volatility and futures prices determines tÌ¡e extent to which the volatility risk

L- Clewlow et al.

I The usual conditions satisfied by a fittered complete probabitity space ae: (a) .Øo contains all.the

p-null sers of.-ø and (b) rhe filÍ;tion is right continuóus- See Protrer (2004) for technical detarts'
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can be hedged (spanned) by futures contracts. When the Wiener processes W¡ (r) and

W,v {t) are uncorrelated then the volatility risk is unhedgeable by futures contracts.

When the ìùy'iener process es W¡ (t) and, W ìv (t) are correlated, then the volatility risk
can be partially hedged by futures contracts- Consequently, futures derivatives that
are sensitive to volatility, such as options on futures, cannot be completely hedged

by using only futures contracts. Furthermore, this modelling framework allows us to
assess the dynamic relationship between futures price returns and volatility changes.

A negative (positive) correlation implies a negative (positive) relation between price
retums and their volatility, a well-known empirical phenomenon termed as asym-
metric (inverted asymmetric) volatility. Yet again, the proposed model can capture
the volatility reaction of each of the volatility factors, as these factors a¡e modelled
as separate identities.

For modelling convenience, we express the system ofEqs. (1) and (3) in terms of
independent Wiener process, such that

dFft.T.v,\ ¿
ffi :loie.r,v.)dwite), (s)

dYi: ¡.t¡(u' -vitat + ,,rfurþdryt ç¡ + J-- fiawirr)) , rol

where l4zr(r) : W(t) a¡¡d Wz(t¡ a¡e three-dimensional independent Wiener
processes. Accordingly, the volatility factors Vl with p¡ : 0 carries a risk that

cannot be spanned by futures contracts alone and when p¡ . 0 (p¡ > 0) then the

volatility lactor V! has an asymmetric (inverted asymmetric) reacúon.
It is well known that for general volatility specifications, the forward price model

for pricing the commodity futures (5) is Ma¡kovian in an infinite dimensional state

space. However, the volatility specifications (2) produce finite dimensional realisa-

tions of the forward price model, see Chiarella and Kwon (2001) and Björk et al.

(2N4).

Theorem I Under the volntility specifications of (2),1¡ F(t,T,Y¡) is affine in nine

state varinbles, as described below:

On the Volatility of Commodity Futures prices 
3Ig

þzQ - t) : nz(T - t)e-,B?-t¡, þce _ t) : 63¿-m(r-t),
^ß(T -t): fu(T - t)2. u(T _t):2ljze _t)1c(T _t),.ys: p4(T _ t)2.

The state variables ó^(t), n _ l,
stochas tic dife rential eq uation.s

,4 and x¡(t), j : 1,...,5 satisfy the

dù(t) : ,f¡awrç.¡,
d þ2Q) : -q2g2e)d r + rffl aw21t¡,

dh Q) : -rßó3ç)dt + {-v! aw, ç¡,
dþa(t) : (-nzóqe) + ôzGDdr,
dx¡(fl:\!¿¡,
dx2Q¡ - (-rrrrr, +vl) at,

dh(t) : (-2r64e) +v!¡at.
dx4q) : (-2ryne) * xtTDdt,
dx5t) - (-2rpx5e) +2n7Ddt,

subject to ó'(0) : x¡ (0) : 0, for a, n anà j - The associated stochastic voratilityprocess y ¡ : {vl, vi, v! . ¡ ¡oítows ,n" iy""|àir'io¡.
Proof The technical details are summa¡ized in the Appendix. tr

The proposed model admits finite dim
. ofDuffie and Kan (1996) and ir is cons

observed futures price curve; consequ': estimation purposes, it is necessary to, aspresentedinSect.3.2.

^ 
In^addition, the ma¡ket price of voratility risk is mode,ed with ..complete,, 

affinespecifications (see Doran and Ronn (200giand oai anJ singteton (2000)) and morespecifically as

aw!çt¡: dw¡(t) + 
^,tR¿r,

awlv 1t¡ : dw¡v (t) + ¡! rR ¿t.

(8)

r5
ln F(t,T,yr¡ :ln F(O,T,vù+>P"Q -t)ô^(t)- ¡Z^ttt, -t)x¡(t), (7)

(e)

where

þtC - 1) : nt, 'n(T - r¡ : 
"1.

7zQ - t) - n2¿-'tzÎ-t\, n(T - ) : xl¿-2nz[-t)
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for i : 1, 2,3, where W! tÐ zrira Wlv Ø are Wiener processes under the physical
measure P- Next, the proposed model is estimated by fitting the model to commodity
futures prices of six key commodities: gold, crude oil, natural gas, soybean, sugar
and corn.

3 Data and the Estimation Method

3.1 Dafg

://www.barchan.com, æ well as by computing the

example, on Sept 9, 201 3 volumes werei 261.394
I 12,208 for Nov 13 soybeans, 1N,027 for Oc¡ 13

for Oct l3 com.

An extended dataset of six comrnodity futures prices provided by cME is used that
spans 2lyears from lst January 1990 to 3lst December 2010. The selected com-

metal (including gold), energy (including crude oil and natural gas) and agricultural
(including soybeans, sugar and com) commodities products.

over this period, all comrnodity ma¡kets experienced extreme price movemenß
and volatility due to noteworthy financial market and macroeconomic events such as
the oil price crisis in I 990, the financial crisis in 2008, the crude oil bubble in 200g and
the ongoing food crisi
of available futures co
has increased signific
with positive open interest. For example, for crude oil, the open interest per day has
increased from 17 on the I st of January l99o to 6i on the 3 lst of December i0l0
and the maximum maturity of crude oil futures contracts with positive open interest
has increased from 499 (calendar) days to 3,128 days.

contracts. Thus, the available contract months and the liquidity for each commod-
ity are invesúgated, and the following selection per commodity has been made. For
crude oil, the first seven monthly contracts are used, near to the trade date, followed
by the three cont¡acts which have either March, June, September or December expi-
ration months and then we include the next five December contracts. Therefore, the

On the Volatility of Commodity Futures prices
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tracts used on a daily basis varies betw

maturities. The com futures more Ii
and December thus all available m
of contracts per day being 15- In a

pnce retums for I month and l2month
terest.

3.1.1 Number of Stochastic Factors

cting the evolution ofthe futures curve is
analysis (pCA) of rhe furures price
butions for different .o._odi,i",
volatility functions. Three factors

3.1.2 The Discount Function

n and Sieget (1997)
3,6,9 and l2 month

aneous rorward,",.3,'Ji:Íiïnl,)^", 
.

forwa¡d interest rate curve as
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Future prÈ6 - Gold

L- Clewlow et al.

Future pri6 - Crudeoil

Time t Mafurity T¡me t Maturity

Future pn-æs - Naturalcæ Future prics - Soybeans

Time t Matur¡ty Time t Matuûty

Future pr¡ces - Sugar FutuE priæs - Corn

Maturity Time t MaturityTime t

Fig. I Commodity futures prices- The figure plots lhe prices of selected commodity futures con-

tracts from January 2, I 990 to Dæember 31, 2010

On the Volatility of Commodity Futures prices

Table I Descriprive crude oil and
Maturity Gold Crude oil

IM 12M IM
È

L

.9
È

L

-9
c

I
d

-9
ù

ù

r

Mean

St. Dev.

Kurtosis

Skewness

0.000220

o.ott972
39-837774

-0.t24339

0.000200

o.ot0799

28.t33742

-0-162282

o.00029t

0.026æ4

20.164654

-0.893782

0.000306

0-01 7870

8.156276

natuml gas

t2M
Natural gas

IM
0-000 I 85

o.o37743

l 6.00890 r

t¿5

t2M
0.000 r 79

o.022392

t9.721668

-0.069086-0.298393 0.301666
The table displays the descriptive statistics for daily log returns
2.1990 and Dæember 31. 2010 for goìd, crude oil and natuml gas

Table 2 Descriptive statistics-soybeans, sugar and com
Maturity Soybeans Sugar

IM l2M IM t2M

of futures prices between January

Mean

St. Dev.

Kurtosis

Skewness

0.000090

0.015746

12.0250t3

-0.932488

0.000084

0.013324

7.275205

-0-34t833

0.000061

0.022sU

12.437959

-0.345857

o.000225

0.014234

7.495627

-0.243873

Corn

IM
0.000077

0.016618

2t.tæ643

-0.847868

t2M
0.000096

0.0t2512

7.647 190

-o.147756The table displays rhe descriprive statistics for daily log
2, 1990 and December3l, 201 0 for soybeans, sugar and com

Table 3 Accumulated percenCage of factor contribut¡on
Commodity One factor Two factors
Gold

retums of futures prices between January

Crude oil

Natural gas

Soybeans

Sugar

Corn

o.973s

0.9503

0.7636

0.8973

0.8788

o.8764

0.98 r 0

0.9825

o.8625

o.9413

0.9560

0.9236

Three factors

0.988 I

0.99t9
0.9308

0.9639

0.9832

0.9487

Four factors

0.9926

0.9957

0.9666

o.9798

o.99s6

0.9712

f (t,T) : oto* ate-q(r-tJ + az\(T - t)¿-q(-t¡ (10)

from which LIBOR and swap rates can be priced. This also yields for zero-couPon

bond prices the expression

IP(t.r)- 
"*p I -c,o(r - o - !@t+oz) (r - e-e(r-ù) + c,z(r- rl|. rrrl

The table displays the accumulated percentage ofpCA factor contribution towards each commodity
futures retum variation- We found that three factors are able to explain most of the variations of thefutures ¡etums for the commodities of interest

and 0 arc recalibrated, by
een the model implied for-
and swap curve consisting
swap rate on that date.

3.2 Estímøtion Method

The estimation approach is quasi-maximum likelihood in combination with rhe
filter- The model is cast into a state-space form, which consists of the

equaÍons and the observation equations- For estimation purposes, a time-
system

version of the model (7) is considered, by assuming for all I,
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Xt+t : <Þo * <ÞxXt * wt+t, wt+t - iíd N(O, e), ç2)
d in closed form.
inea¡ functions ofthe state va¡iables, thus the
describe the relationship between observed

EDdrqdtu dtuUl@FEÉoE

I

õ

9
I

à

9

9
!

õ

i

!
9
E

Þ
ã
9

z¡ : h(X¡) * u¡, u¡ - iid NQ, A). (13)

.is 
maximised by using the constrained optimization

ibrary. Several different initial hypotheti""i pu*rn.*i
monthly data, then on weekly dara and finally on daily
optima.

t
è

9

æÞhtu 6tul¡@tud

F(0,7-) - /o, where ;fo is a constant representing the long-term futures price (at

infinite matuúty). This constant is an additional parameter that is also to be estimated.

The system equations describe the evolution of the underlying state variables- In

our case, the state vector is X¡ : {Xi, m : 1,2, - . . ,121, where X¡ consists of the

12 state va¡iables; x; (/), j : l, . . ., 5, ó,(t), n : l, .. ., 4, and Vi, i : l, 2, 3-The

continuous time dynamics (under the physical probability measure) of these state

va¡iables a¡e defined by Eqs.(6), (8) and (9). The corresponding discrete evolution

4 Empiricat Results

4. 7 Pørameter Estímafíon

4.2 GoldVolafílity

Ë

!

:
g

õ

Fdor ku.tiy(t|d)

Fig.2 PCA results (Eigenvalues and volatiliry functions)

3 In absolute terms, V! is the variance p.o"".. und nfi is tbe volatil¡ty process.
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Table 4 Parameær Estimates

Metals
Gold

6.78 r

2

3

J" Factor Ki Tlì lri Y¡ e¡

Stochastic volat¡tity - Gotd

J@ ¡s7 .m ù&
Time t
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0.05

o

-o6
{.f

ât42
þ 425

funct¡on - Gold

Pi À¡ o7

-0.4324 0.0000 -1.9822 0.0100 4.01l0 0.8996 -3.0000 -2.1974

-0.0109 4.9979 -1.ø38 0.0305 l-3018-0.9127 2.9762 -2.9740
0.0308 4.870s 4-9083 0.0404 1.8998 0-9490 2.8698 -2.s7û

0-0364 0.0000 3.4978 0.1015 0.0100 0.5411 3-0000 -0.6957
0.3735 0.3914 -2-0000 0.2624 5.Om -0.8337 -3.0000 -l -1797

-0.0804 r.661l 5-0000 5.0000 0.0619 0.9500 -3.0000 -1.6399

0.6

0.5

o-4

0.3

o.2

01

Energy

Cnrde oil

4.50

Natural gas

t.49

Agricultural
Soybeans

6.30

{s
44

{-Æ

o.4

03s

0-3

o25

o0.51 1522533s¿
Time to matur¡ty t

Volatility function - CrudeOil Stochastic - Crudeo¡t

45 5 Jù7 bto JuXz

-o.2904
o.&63
2.4848

0-5595

0.0448

o.428'l

0.0000

4-2571

5.0000

0-0000

4-9300

2.8152

-2.0000 0.9012 5.0000 0.3116 -3.0000 -l.l33r
5.0000 0.1914 5.0000 -0.9500 -3.0000 -2.8280

-2.0000 s.0000 5.0000 -0.5886 -3.0000 -0.9792

5.0000 0.0356 0.964 0.7338 l-9856 1.4988

4.8135 0.0130 0.9412-o.o197 0.268s -2.4983
0-n85 4.8349 0.0100 -0.2922 0-2036 -0.8500

45

3.5

î02 3

>- 25

2

1.5

I

0.5

0

I

þ ors

01

005

0

{05

Sugar

0.2228 0.0000 -2.0000 0.s134 5.0000 -0.9155 -3.0000 -3.0000
0.0000 -1.6488 -2.0000 0.t219 1.7671 -0.9221 -2.9525 -2.9494
r.0191 3.3670 0.0828 5.0000 5.0000 -0-9s00 0.0642 -o.0t99

Corn

-0.4r88 0.0000 -0.0762 0.1527 5-0000 0.9500 3.0000 -2-5545

-0.0143 3.8123 -1.8526 0.1028 4.6859 -0.8463 0.1100 -0.8652
0.9395 l-3926 1.3400 0.0100 0-4731 0.9500 -3.woo-2.7719

The table displaysthequasi maximumlikelihoodestimates forthe three-factormodel specifications.

F is the homogenous futures price at time 0, namely F(O' t) : Í"'Yt

rhe long-rerm volatility is the dominant volatility factor in the gold futures market.

Furthermore, the innovations of this volatility factor has a correlation of 0.9 with the

innovations ofthe gold futures price returns, implying that gold futures price volatility

can be mostly hedged by gold futures contracts. Moreover' the positive sign of úe

correlation coemcient confi tms the well-documented Positive gold return-volatility

relation that in the spot gold market has predominantly been explained by the safe

haven effect, see Baur (2012).

Fig. 3 Estimated volatility factors for metals and energy futures prices

4.3 Crude OítVolatílþ

t.94 I
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o.4
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o.2
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t)

Volatil¡ty function - Soybeans

0 05 r 15 2 25 3 35 4 4.5

T¡me to maturity r
Volat¡lity function - Sugar

0 05 1 1.5 2 25 3 35 4 4.5 5

Time to maturity r

funct¡on - Com
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Stochast¡c

]]me t

Stæhaslic

T¡me t

Stochastic - Corn
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efficientry medium-term crude o' futures vorat'ity rather than shorr-term crude oir
correlation coefificients in these two dom_
turn_volatility relation, a positive return_

ory effect, see Ng and pirrong (1994)
Iained by the volatility feedback effect.
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Time to maturity r

Fi& 4 Estimated volatility factors for agricultural futures prices

Time t

volatility state factor Vl is more persistent (reverts slower to the mean) and far
more volatile compared to the hump-shaped state factor Vl, see also the middle
panels ofFig-3. Therefore, the short-term volatility is the more influential volatility
facto¡ followed by the medium-term and the long-term volatility factor- The corre-
lation coefûcient between volatility and futurcs price returns are -0.8337 and0.95,
respectively. These correlations imply that crude oil futures contracts can hedge more

0 0.5 1 15 2 25 3 3.5 4 45 5
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4.5 Soybean Volnrilify

From Table 5, two driving volatility factors are present, with the long-term volatility
factor contributingT9-5{Øo of total variance and the hump-shaped volatility factor
contributing 20.36Vo of ¡hetotal variance. The hump-shaped state factorVf is highly
persistent (reverts very slowly to the mean) and very volatile compared to the long-
term volatility state factor Vf which is not as persistent and less volatile, see the top
panels of Fig.4. The correlation coefficients a¡e 0.7338 for the long-term volatility
factor and -0.2922 for the hump-shaped. Thus, soybean futures contracts alone

cannot hedge medium-term volatility, yet they can hedge more efûciently the long-
term volatility. Moreover, the more contributing long{erm volatility factor involves

a positive retum-volatility relation, while the hump-shaped volatility factor entails a

negative return-volatility relation.

4.6 Sugar Volatiliry

The analysis reveals two main driving volatility factors. The most contributing (with
70.68Vo oftotal variance) is the long-term volatility factor and the second contributing
volatility factor (with 29-327a of the total variance) is the hump-shaped volatility
facto¡ see Table5. The long-term volatility state factor Vf is not as persistent (reverts

quickly to the mean) but equally volatile compared to the hump-shaped state factor
Vf, see also the middle panels of Fig.4. The correlation coefficient between the

associated volatility factors and futures price retums are both negative and close to

- 1 , thus sugar futures contracts can hedge most of the sugar futures volatility, and a

negative return-volatility relation is implied.

4.7 Corn Volatílity

The parameter estimates for corn from Table4 demonstrate that the long-term volatil-

ity factor dominates in the corn futures ma¡ket. More specifically, from Table 5, the

long-term volatility factor contnbufes93.34%o to the total variance. The second con-

tributing factor is the hump-shaped votatility factor with 6.65 70 to the total variance-

The leading volatility state factor V,r is highly persistent (revefs slowly to the mean)

and very volatile, see also the bottom panels of Fig.4. Therefore, the long-term

volatility is the more influential volatility factor in the corn commodity futures mar-

ket. The correlation coefficient between the associated volatility factors and fuures
price returns are positive and high, thus corn futures contracts can hedge the com

futures volatility. The positive sign of the correlation coefÊcient of the two domi-

nant volatility factors implies a positive retum-volatility relation, see Ng and Pirrong

(1994) and relates to the inventory effect.

.l.¡me 
I

Fþ.5 Model goodness of fit
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are subject to strong seasonal effects, alternate model specifrcations---€.g- higher
dimensions of volatility factors, seasonal dynamics or regime switching volatiliry
5çþsms5-ws¡ld have the potential to better capture the natural gas futures price
dynamics. This also applies for the agricultural commodities, where the RMSEs are

relatively low because ofpersistent seasonality effects. For crude oil and gold, the

model fit is reasonable, with exceptional cases being associated with some major
socio-economic effects such as the Gulf war and Global Financial Crisis (GFC).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a tractable forward price model with stochastic volatility is proposed

and an empirical study is ca¡ried out to analyze the volatility of the most liquid
commodity futures markets, including the gold, crude oil, natural gas, soybeans,

sugar and corn market. The model allows distinct volatility structures, including
exponential decaying, hump-shaped and infinite maturity and can potentially gauge

the impact of short-term, medium-term and long-term va¡iation.
The study shows that for most of the commodities futures ma¡kets, at least two of

the volatility structures are present (with varying levels of persistence and intensity).
The long-term volatility is the dominant stochastic volatility factor for most com-
modities, except crude oil where exponenúal and hump-shaped volatility factors are

contributing more. The extent to which the volatility can be hedged by futures con-
tracts varies across commodities, with futures contracts being least capable to hedge

volatility in the crude oil futures market, natural gas futures market and soybeans

futures ma¡ket.
Overall the proposed model provides a relatively good fit for these six com-

modities, even though the distinctive cha¡acteristics of each market is not properly
accounted for. A comparative investigation between models with different specifi-
cations and their fit performance will better reflect on the quality of the model fit, a

study that has been left for further resea¡ch-
Under the proposed model, option prices can be obtained quasi-analytically, con-

sequently the model can also be estimated by fitting to commodity futures options.
Since options are volatility sensitive derivative instruments, this estimation study has

the potential to provide constnrctive and insightfuì findings about the volatility in
commodity futures ma¡kets, as well as volatility hedging effectiveness-
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Ap¡rcndix: Proof of Theoreml

We consider the process X (r, Z) : ln F (t, T, y ¡), where the forward price dynamics
are given by (l) with the vorariliry specification, iz). Then an appricarion ofthe lto,sformula derives

F (t. r, v t): F(0, r) exp :|ii, 
- i ", 

- r, y )d w ¡ (s) - :Z i n -, ., o.,r,]

(t4)

By introducing the state variables

xr(¿) -

e-2ry2e-ÐVZdc

(t - s¡¿-m?-"rrF?o*U¡

f <, - rl"-'*o-")v3¿",
0

and performing some basic manipulations, Eq. (la) can be expressed as (7).
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